We present the synthesis and characterization of a benzodithiophene/thiophene alternating copolymer decorated with rigid, singly branched pendant side chains. We characterize exciton migration and recombination dynamics in these molecules in tetrahydrofuran solution, using a combination of static and time-resolved spectroscopies. As control experiments, we also measure electronic relaxation dynamics in isolated molecular analogues of both the side chain and polymer moieties. We employ semi-empirical and time-dependent density functional theory calculations to show that photoexcitation of the decorated copolymer using 395 nm laser pulses results in excited states primarily localized on the pendant side chains. We use ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy to show that excitations are transferred to the polymer backbone faster than the instrumental response function, ∼250 fs.
INTRODUCTION
In organic photovoltaic devices (OPVs), photoexcitation creates excitons in an electron donor material that subsequently diffuse until they recombine or achieve charge separation, typically by encountering an electron acceptor. 1, 2 If the exciton reaches an acceptor, the potential energy difference between the donor and acceptor excited states can drive electron transfer across the interface, in competition with the attractive Coulombic potential between the geminate electron and hole. 3 Charge carrier diffusion is also important in emerging OPV materials that support exciton dissociation in the donor material itself. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] In either case, minimizing recombination losses is an important factor in OPV device design. Directed exciton flow in these types of materials can reduce recombination losses, relative to the losses seen in purely diffusive systems, through optimization of hole or electron transfer to their respective charge-collecting components.
Controlling intramolecular excitation migration in conjugated polymers may benefit many emergent technologies such as organic light-emitting diodes, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] organic field-effect transistors, [25] [26] [27] [28] organic spintronics, 23, 29, 30 and OPVs. [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] Such organic devices offer attractive properties such as light weight, reel-to-reel processability, 39 Earth-abundant constituent materials, relatively low manufacturing cost, 33 synthetic tunability, 40, 41 and mechanical flexibility. 33, 42 Controlled, predictable excitation migration may also aid optimization of power conversion efficiency in OPV devices. 43 a) G. B. Griffin and P. M. Lundin contributed equally to this work. b) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: gsengel@uchicago.edu.
In this work, we demonstrate directed intramolecular excited population migration from light-absorbing conjugated side chains into a conjugated polymer by exploiting a downhill energy gradient. In Fig. 1 , we highlight the overall molecular design architecture employed both structurally and energetically. Conjugated polymer photophysics have previously been manipulated by changing the monomer units within the conjugated backbone, or affixing electron-donating or accepting pendant moieties to the backbone. 38, 41, [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] Such pendant moieties shift the energy levels of the conjugated chromophores to which they are attached. In contrast, we exploit intramolecular energy transfer in conjugated polymers with optically active side chains. This approach differs from previous designs that have created energy flow from the polymer into the side chains. 49, 50 We seek to use the side chains as covalently linked, light harvesting antennae. Similar strategies have achieved light harvesting by antenna moieties using dye molecules hydrogen-bonded to conjugated polymers 51 or macrocycles encircling the polymer backbone. 52 By employing downhill energy transfer to drive antenna-like function in the side chains, we necessarily impart an energy loss that lowers the energy collection efficiency of the system for OPV applications. However, the goal of the present design is to use antennae to harvest high energy photons that would otherwise not be collected. Imparting an energy loss to drive this mechanism still results in improved photon collection, relative to an identical, antenna-less polymer.
Dendrimers, a family of highly branched macromolecules, have been investigated as light-harvesting antennae, typically coupled to small molecule energy sinks. [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] The singly branched side chain (BSC) we employ in this study is a simple first generation dendrimer, also FIG. 1 . Intramolecular exciton migration: (a) Photoexcitation (cyan) of optically active, singly branched side chains (blue) leads to intramolecular energy transfer (green) into the conjugated copolymer backbone (red). In this diagram, holes are shown as unfilled circles and excited electrons are shown as filled circles. Intramolecular energy transfer moves excitation energy but not charge carriers. After energy transfer the side chain is in its ground state and the polymer backbone is excited. The optical gaps of the side chain and polymer moieties can be determined from the absorption spectra presented below, and are represented accurately. The electron binding energies are currently unknown, meaning that the relative depth of side chain and polymer energy levels may vary from what is shown here. (b) Molecular design of the decorated copolymer, DCP. Singly branched side chains, highlighted in blue, are attached to an alternating copolymer (BDT/thiophene) backbone, highlighted in red. Our experimental and computational results will show that photoexcitation (cyan) of the side chains is followed by rapid intramolecular energy transfer (green) into the polymer. called a dendron. Higher orders of branching in the side chain moiety are required to create a true dendronized polymer. By coupling an optically active dendron side chain to a conjugated polymer, we investigate a new topology for design of a light harvesting antenna system including a polymeric excitation sink. Dendronized, conjugated polymers have been previously characterized using a combination of electrochemical and spectroscopic techniques, [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] employing optically inactive dendrimer side chains that shield the polymer core from its surrounding environment. The present study is distinct from this previous work in that the dendron side chains employed here are both optically active and bound to the polymer backbone with a rigid linker. Rigid dendrimers have only been used in a few previous molecular designs, 67, 68 in which the dendrimers were employed to manipulate the three-dimensional morphology of dendronized polymers.
In this study, we describe the design and synthesis of a decorated copolymer (DCP) macromolecule; we then use a combination of spectroscopy and electronic structure calculations to characterize its intramolecular electronic relaxation dynamics. We compare our results to characterization of rep-resentative analogues of DCP's components: the BSCs and the conjugated, alternating copolymer (PLMR). Using a combination of density functional theory and semi-empirical calculations, we assign the absorption spectrum of each material. We find that absorption bands of DCP correspond either to excitations primarily localized on its dendron side chain or primarily on the polymer backbone components. We use a combination of static and time dependent spectroscopies to investigate relaxation dynamics subsequent to excitation for the three components. We validate our molecular design by showing that the pendant side chain groups act as antennae and funnel the excitations into the conjugated polymer backbone. The DCP molecule is designed as a model system in which to demonstrate the principle that covalently bound side chains can act as light harvesting antennae. Optimization of the antenna/polymer system to minimize energy losses during the energy transfer process is left as a subject for future work.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Synthesis
The synthesis of DCP is outlined in Fig. 2 (see supplementary material). 69 We chose a macromonomer approach over a graft-to approach. 59 The macromonomer approach permits incorporation of the side chain at a regular position along the polymer backbone, and preliminary attempts at a graft-to approach revealed problems with alkynyl crosslinking. The single side chain branch 1 was prepared by Stille coupling of 1-bromo-4-(2-ethylhexyl)oxy)benzene with 5-trimethylstannyl-2,2 ′ -bithiophene, using an admixture of Pd 2 dba 3 and tri-tert-butylphosphonium tetrafluoroborate in the presence of potassium fluoride in DMF. Following sequential lithiation and stannylation of 1, it was then coupled to 1,3-dibromo-5-(triisopropylsilylethynyl)benzene using similar Stille coupling conditions, yielding 2. Deprotection of 2 using tetrabutylammonium fluoride enabled Sonogashira coupling to 2,5-dibromo-3-iodothiophene to afford the macromonomer 3. Copolymerization of 3 with the benzodithiophene monomer 4 using a Stille polycondensation under microwave conditions 70 yielded our model dendronized polymer, DCP. The M w and M n values were found to be 92.4 kg/mol and 54.6 kg/mol, respectively, using gel-permeation chromatography. These values indicate a high degree of polymerization, which suggests that despite the steric bulk of the macromonomer, the polymerization was not inhibited.
To compare the spectroscopic characteristics of DCP with those of its isolated components, model structures for the side chain moiety and the conjugated alternating copolymer, shown in Fig. 3 , were used as control samples. BSC contains a chlorine atom meta to the two branches of the dendron, and was prepared by Stille couplings similar to those described above for the synthesis of DCP (see supplementary material). 69 PLMR contains a trialkylsilyl protecting group in place of the dendron at the 3-alkynyl position of the thiophene comonomer. It was prepared by a Stille polycondensation of a 3-alkynyl-2,5-dibromothiophene with the BDT comonomer. 69 
Absorption and fluorescence spectra
We measure the room-temperature absorption spectra of BSC, PLMR, and DCP in tetrahydrofuran (THF) solution using a Unico SQ-2802 single-beam scanning UV/Visible Spectrophotometer. We measure room temperature fluorescence emission spectra and fluorescence excitation spectra of BSC, PLMR, and DCP with a Horiba Fluorolog-3 fluorometer, with excitation at 394 nm (see supplementary material). 69
Transient absorption
Pump-probe transient absorption experiments were performed at the Center for Nanoscale Materials at Argonne National Laboratory, using HELIOS and EOS transient absorption spectrometers from Ultrafast Systems. Each material was prepared in THF solution, with concentration set such that the absorption through the 0.2 cm sample cell was A ≈ 0.2 at 395 nm. The samples were continuously stirred during the experiments. For all experiments, pump and probe laser beams were co-focused into a ∼250 µm spot in the sample. The pump pulse power was attenuated to avoid damage to the sample (∼25 nJ/pulse at 0.833 kHz) using a neutral density filter. To investigate ultrafast dynamics, the output of a regeneratively amplified Ti:sapphire laser (Spectra-Physics Tsunami oscillator and Spitfire-Pro amplifier) is used to generate both pump and probe pulses. Pump pulses at 395 nm and 515 nm are produced using an optical parametric amplifier (TOPAS-C from Spectra-Physics), pumped with the Ti:sapphire output beam, and subsequent frequency conversion. A broadband probe beam is generated by focusing the Ti:sapphire output beam into a sapphire plate. The time-delay between the arrival of pump and probe laser pulses is generated by a computer-controlled delay stage. At each time-delay between pump and probe laser pulses, a transmission spectrum of the probe beam is measured both in the presence and the absence of the pump, and the difference of the two spectra is the transient absorption spectrum for that time delay. Time delays to be sampled were chosen to detect dynamics on all accessible timescales, from hundreds of femtoseconds to a few nanoseconds. The instrument response function is measured in a separate experiment, and wavelength dependent time delays are chirp-corrected. The instrument response function itself has a width of ∼250 fs FWHM for each probe wavelength. Scattered light is measured separately and subtracted prior to analysis.
To measure microsecond-regime dynamics, we use a distinct but related experimental approach. Pump beams are generated in the same way, while the probe beam is generated by focusing the output of an independent Nd:YAG laser into a photonic-crystal fiber. Transmission spectra of the probe beam are recorded in the presence and absence of the pump pulse, generating transient absorption spectra in the same fashion as the ultrafast experiments. Pump probe delay for each laser shot is measured using a digital analyzer and the recorded spectra are binned by time-delay in increments as small as 100 ps, building up the transient absorption data as a histogram. Experiments reported in this study monitor the first 0.6 µs of time delays, with binning in 5 ns increments. Chirp correction is unnecessary for these spectra because the smallest time-delay (5 ns) is three orders of magnitude larger than the maximum chirp to be corrected (∼2 ps.) Scattered light is again measured separately and subtracted prior to analysis.
Computational methods
We perform structural optimizations and single-point excited state energy calculations for representative analogs of DCP, BSC, and PLMR, using density functional theory and semi-empirical methods. 69, 71 All calculations were performed on The University of Chicago Department of Chemistry's Plutonium Cluster, an 18 node, 64-bit linux system from PSSC Labs. In accordance with prior computational studies, 72 we use tetramer fragments (in which each monomer of the fragment constitutes a thiophene-benzodithiophene pair) to represent PLMR and DCP, providing a balance between accuracy and computation time. For DCP calculations, the unconjugated alkyl side chains on both the pendant side chains and the polymer backbone are reduced to methyl groups to reduce computational time. Calculations of BSC and PLMR analogs are performed using the full alkyl side chains. For BSC calculations, the meta-substituted Cl atom in the central phenyl ring (see Fig. 3 ) was replaced with a hydrogen atom to reduce computational cost while preserving meta-substitution about the phenyl core. For PLMR calculations, the trialkylsilyl protecting group at the linking site (see Fig. 3 ) is replaced with a hydrogen atom to reduce computational time. We optimize the structure of each molecule at the B3LYP/6-31G * level, 73 then perform single point time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT)/6-31G * 74 and ZINDO/S 75 calculations to characterize each molecule's low-lying optical transitions. All calculations were performed in the gas phase. The primary purpose of the calculations is to demonstrate trends in optical excitations of these molecules and to determine localization of excitations, rather than to compute chemically accurate transition energies or electron binding energies. Because DCP and PLMR are large polymers, we must use reduced model systems such as representative tetramers to keep our computational costs reasonable. We perform our calculations in the gas phase rather than adding a solvent model to further simplify the calculation. We do not expect that addition of a solvent will substantially affect the structure of the calculated molecular orbitals (MOs) or the trends in the calculated optical excitations.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Design strategy and synthesis
We designed DCP as a model molecule to demonstrate controlled energy transfer from branched, rigid, optically active side chains into a conjugated, alternating copolymer. We created strong coupling between monomer units within the polymer backbone to establish strongly mixed MOs and excitations delocalized across several monomer units in the polymer backbone. In contrast, we engineered weak coupling between the singly branched side chain moieties and the polymer, permitting excitations in DCP to be primarily localized on either the side chain or the polymer (see supplementary material). 69 We established the desired weak coupling through meta-substitution about the benzene core of the side chain. A 5,5 ′ -diphenyl-2,2-bithiophene moiety was chosen for the basis of our singly branched dendron side chains, due to strong absorption at 400 nm. 76 The emission profile of the side chain was used to guide the choice of constituent monomers for the conjugated, alternating copolymer backbone. Planar BDT monomers, in combination with a thiophene bearing a linker to the side chain, produced a copolymer showing strong absorbance in the emission region of the side chain. An alkyne linker was chosen due to its short length and rigidity, maximizing energy transfer yield while promoting consistent spacing between the side chain and polymer chromophores.
The BSC analogue
In this section, we present results characterizing electronic relaxation dynamics in a representative analog of the singly branched pendant side chain groups, BSC, in dilute THF solution. Fig. 4 shows the B3LYP-optimized structure of BSC and the experimental linear absorption and fluorescence spectra. The linear absorption spectrum of BSC shows a strong, roughly symmetric absorption feature centered at 394 nm. Excitation at 394 nm results in a flat-topped emission feature peaking at 475 nm. The flat-topped shape likely results from a vibronic progression. The B3LYP-optimized structure of the BSC-analogue exhibits out-of-plane twisting around the thiophene groups, a well-known feature of polythiophenes with attached substituent groups. 77 Excited state TDDFT and ZINDO calculations based on this structure both yield a single strong optical transition to the lowest energy excited state (oscillator strength f = 2.6163, 2.2229, respectively). We assign the 394 nm feature in the absorption spectrum to this excitation, which is predicted to consist primarily of the HOMO-1 to LUMO (TDDFT 41%, ZINDO 45%) and HOMO to LUMO + 1 (41%, 44%) transitions (see supplementary material). 69 Both transitions involve electron density bunching toward the center of the molecule, rearrangement of the double-bond structure from aromatic to quinoidal form, and increased nodal character, typical of a ππ * transition. 69 We present experimental characterization of relaxation dynamics after excitation at 395 nm in Fig. 5 . Ultrafast transient absorption spectra ( Fig. 5(a) ) initially show a broad, negative feature at short wavelengths and a broad, positive feature at long wavelengths. The amplitude of these features decays with increasing time delay. A third broad feature, with positive amplitude centered near 575 nm, appears during the first nanosecond. A similar feature is present at the earliest times in the microsecond-regime transient absorption spectra ( Fig. 5(b) ), with initially positive amplitude decaying to zero over several hundred nanoseconds. To quantify the observed dynamics, we selected four regions of interest within the spectra. We chose three 10 nm wide regions in the ultrafast spectra to represent the short wavelength, negative feature (485 nm, blue), the long wavelength, positive feature (740 nm, black), and the feature that appears during the first nanosecond (575 nm, green), respectively. One region was chosen to represent the lone microsecond-regime absorption feature (575 nm, green). We integrate the signal at each time-delay within each region of interest, and fit the resulting data series to an appropriate exponential model ( Fig. 5(c) ) (see supplementary material). 69 The 485 nm feature recovers from strongly negative initial amplitude toward a slightly positive long-time plateau with a single exponential time constant of 252.6 ps ± 1.2 ps (1 s.d.) The long-time positive plateau likely occurs because of overlap with the 575 nm feature. Integrating intensity from the blue edge (450-460 nm) of the negative feature and fitting to a single-exponential growth gives a timescale of 265 ps ± 10 ps. The data are noisier than the integrated signal at 485 nm due to low probe intensity, but also contains less interference from the 575 nm feature. This broad, negative feature results from a combination of ground state bleaching and stimulated emission.
The amplitude of the 740 nm feature decays from an initial positive value toward zero at long times, with a single exponential time constant of 266.2 ps ± 0.4 ps. We assign the 740 nm feature to excited state absorption by an exciton state. We find no early-time dynamics that can be assigned to exciton formation (see supplementary material), 69 indicating that the exciton is formed within our instrument response (∼250 fs FWHM). The well-matched timescales for exciton decay and recovery of the negative amplitude feature support exciton recombination on a timescale of ∼265 ps. We find the best correspondence between the well-resolved exciton feature at 740 nm and the bluest edge of the bleach feature, likely because the bluest edge of the feature contains the strongest bleaching contribution. The timescale for exciton recombination is also similar to the 276.5 ps ± 0.2 ps lifetime of the neutral excited state of BSC measured via time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC), 69 indicating that exciton recombination may be radiative.
The 575 nm feature appears during the instrument response (see supplementary material), 69 then exhibits continued, slow growth during the next nanosecond. This slow growth displays a single exponential time constant of 227 ps ± 4 ps. The feature begins to decay within the first few nanoseconds. In the microsecond-regime transient absorption spectra, the lone broad positive feature decays with a time constant of 194 ns ± 7 ns. Both 575 nm features are consistent with a BSC cation state, although they may also be due to formation of a triplet excited state. We observe a BSC cation state in cation titration difference spectra, supporting assignment to cation formation. 69 Because these experiments are carried out in dilute solutions, BSC cation formation would eject electrons into the surrounding solvent, although the current data do not provide a direct probe of this process. Decay of the feature in the microsecond-regime spectra is due to either charge recombination or recombination of a triplet excited state.
The undecorated polymer (PLMR)
In this section, we present results characterizing electronic relaxation dynamics in a representative analogue of the alternating copolymer backbone of the DCP macromolecule, PLMR, in dilute THF solution. The linear absorption and fluorescence emission spectra of PLMR are presented in Fig. 6 , along with the B3LYP-optimized structure of a representative tetramer. The absorption spectrum of PLMR shows a broad feature at 515 nm, with a small shoulder on the blue edge of the feature and a sharper red edge. The fluorescence emission spectrum has a sharp peak at 552 nm, a shoulder at 600 nm, and a broad, low-frequency tail extending out to ∼750 nm. The dual-featured emission spectrum likely arises from a vibronic progression. The B3LYP-optimized structure of PLMR exhibits out-of-plane distortion around the thiophene groups in the copolymer backbone similar to that seen in BSC. Excited state calculations based on this structure predict the lowest energy optical transitions to be the strongest (TDDFT yields f = 4.6650, ZINDO yields f = 3.9545, respectively), and we assign the 522 nm absorption feature to this transition. The calculations predict that the transition will primarily consist of the HOMO to LUMO transition (TDDFT 48%, ZINDO 53%). Our calculations indicate that for the HOMO to LUMO transition, electron density migrates toward the center of the polymer fragment and acquires significant nodal character, typical of a π -π * transition in copolymer systems (see supplementary material). 69, 72, 78 Similar to the predicted important MO transitions in BSC, the HOMO to LUMO transition in PLMR also involves rearrangement of the double-bond structure from aromatic to quinoidal form. 69, 79 Experimental characterization of relaxation dynamics subsequent to excitation of PLMR at 395 nm is presented in Fig. 7 . We chose to pump at 395 nm for consistency with BSC and DCP measurements. Experiments performed with 515 nm pump pulses yield similar results (see supplementary material). 69 We assign the spectra and dynamics in terms of the frontier states of PLMR. Higher-lying excited states formed by absorption of 395 nm photons relax quickly into frontier state populations in accordance to Kasha's rule. 80 The lack of early-time dynamics that could be assigned to relaxation into S1 from higher lying excited states, 69 along with correspondence between dynamics measured at both 395 nm and 515 nm pump wavelengths, indicates very fast (<250 fs) relaxation into S1 from initially excited, higher-lying states that exhibit no absorption features in the spectral range considered here.
The ultrafast transient absorption spectra (Fig. 7(a) ) contain a strong negative feature centered near 545 nm, a less strong negative feature at 600 nm, and a broad positive feature at wavelengths greater than ∼700 nm. During the first few nanoseconds, the long wavelength feature decays toward a non-zero positive plateau. The 600 nm feature recovers intensity, eventually reaching a positive long time-delay plateau. The more intense negative feature at 545 nm recovers amplitude toward a nonzero negative plateau at long time-delays. In the microsecond-regime ( Fig. 7(b) ) spectra, two features are present: a broad, positive feature at long wavelengths, and a stronger negative feature centered near 525 nm. Both features decay toward zero amplitude as time-delay increases. No clearly resolved new features arise as time-delay increases in either the ultrafast or microsecond-regime spectra. The negative feature at 600 nm is not present in the long-delay spectra, and the positive-intensity, long-wavelength feature extends into this region. To quantify the observed dynamics, we chose five regions of interest in the transient absorption spectra. We chose three 10 nm wide regions in ultrafast transient absorption spectra to represent the strong negative feature (545 nm, blue), the weaker negative feature (600 nm, green), and the positive feature (740 nm, red). In the microsecond-regime spectra, we chose two regions to represent the broad negative (525 nm, tan) and positive (650 nm, cyan) features. We integrate the signal at each time-delay within each region of interest, and fit the resulting data series to an appropriate exponential model ( Fig. 7(c) ) (see supplementary material). 69 The 545 nm feature has strong negative initial amplitude, and recovers toward zero with increasing time delay. The recovery is best fit by a triple exponential growth model, yielding time constants 5.5 ps ± 0.5 ps, 52 ps ± 4 ps, and 863 ps ± 26 ps. We assign this feature to a combination of ground state bleaching and stimulated emission. The center of the intense bleach feature blue-shifts by ∼15 nm over the first few picoseconds, from ∼545 nm to ∼530 nm. This ∼65 meV energy shift may be related to overlap with stimulated emission from the nearby fluorescent state shown in Fig. 6 . The 545 nm feature decays to a nonzero plateau at long delay-times. The 525 nm feature in the microsecond-regime transient absorption spectra is assigned to slightly blue-shifted ground state bleaching, and recovers to zero amplitude with a single exponential time constant of 179 ns ± 3 ns.
The 740 nm feature has positive initial amplitude and decays toward a positive plateau at long time-delays. This decay is best fit by a triple exponential decay model, yielding time constants 4.3 ps ± 0.4 ps, 47 ps ± 6 ps, and 970 ps ± 101 ps. We assign this feature to transient excited state absorption by an exciton state.
The 600 nm feature has a negative initial amplitude and increases toward a slightly positive plateau at long timedelays. The increasing signal is best fit to a double exponential growth model, yielding time constants 52 ps ± 10 ps and 838 ps ± 17 ps. This feature is assigned as stimulated emission from the initially excite state, contaminated by interference from growth of the positive amplitude feature shown in the microsecond regime transient absorption spectra (Fig.  7(b) ). The lack of the fastest of the three time constants observed in the 545 nm bleach feature may result from coincidental cancellation due to overlapping interference from the 740 nm and 545 nm features.
Microsecond-regime transient absorption spectra show positive intensity for wavelengths greater than ∼590 nm. The dynamics of this extremely broad feature are illustrated by the integrated signal around 650 nm, decaying from positive amplitude toward zero with a single exponential time constant of 118 ns ± 15 ns. Decay and recovery timescales on the order of a few hundred nanoseconds may indicate contributions from a long-lived triplet or trap state.
The similarity in timescales for exciton decay and ground state bleach recovery suggest tri-exponential exciton recombination, although triplet quenching pathways may also be present and the long lived features observed in the microsecond spectra are likely due to triplets formed during this process. The yield of the triplet-forming interstate crossing process cannot be determined from the present data, and we cannot definitively assign one of the relaxation timescales to triplet formation. The timescales for excited state absorption by the exciton most accurately represent the exciton recombination dynamics, because they are the least likely to be contaminated by overlap with other spectral features. The earliest dynamics, on the order of several picoseconds, are consistent with primary geminate recombination of tightly bound excitons in other OPV polymers in solution. 4, 81 The middle relaxation time constant, ∼50 ps, is too long for primary geminate recombination but too short to be a radiative lifetime. The current data do not support more detailed assignment of this feature, although triplet quenching may be responsible. The longest recovered recombination timescales in PLMR correlate well with the measured 901.5 ps ± 0.6 ps excited state lifetime of PLMR, measured by TCSPC (see supplementary material), 69 and we assign those dynamics to radiative exciton recombination.
The decorated polymer
In this section, we present results characterizing electronic dynamics in the macromolecule DCP, in dilute THF solution. We apply computational results to assign localization of excitation in the absorption bands of DCP. We use transient absorption spectroscopy to characterize relaxation dynamics subsequent to initial excitation at 395 nm pump wavelength.
The absorption and fluorescence emission spectra of DCP are presented in Fig. 8 , along the B3LYP-optimized structure and selected MOs from excited state calculations that illustrate excitation localization in DCP. The absorption spectrum of DCP shows a strong transition centered at 392 nm, a smaller, broader feature peaking at 513 nm, and a shoulder extending out to ∼600 nm. The DCP emission spectrum contains a single, broad peak centered at 599 nm and is independent of the excitation frequency (see supplementary material). 69 We optimized the geometry of a representative DCP-analogue at the B3LYP/6-31G * level. The molecule exhibits out-of-plane twisting through the polymer backbone and pendant side chains, similar to PLMR and BSC. The side chain groups tilt toward the polymer backbone in vacuum, such that one arm stacks approximately parallel to the polymer backbone. The preferred side chain geometry in solution phase DCP may be different than the gas-phase side chain arrangement in the calculated structure of the analog molecule. The branched side chains are free to rotate about the linking structure, and the full alkyl side chains on the BDT units in DCP molecule may inhibit the alignment shown in Fig. 8 . Detailed computational determination of the preferred side chain orientation in full DCP and the energetic of side chains rotation about the linker required impractical computation times.
We characterize the low lying optical transitions of the DCP-analog molecule using TDDFT/6-31G * and ZINDO calculations. Both methods predict a strong lowest lying optical transition (λ = 438.7 nm and f = 2.9295 for TDDFT, λ = 581.0 nm and f = 2.5087 for ZINDO). Qualitative inspection reveals that the MOs contributing to this transition are strongly polymer localized, although TDDFT calculations show small amounts of mixing. The ZINDO/S calculation predicts that the most substantial contribution to this transition comes from a MO-to-MO transition that is very similar to the HOMO-to-LUMO transition of PLMR (see supplementary material). 69 Based on these results, we assign the lower energy absorption feature of DCP to a polymer-localized excitation.
Both computational methods predict a substantial gap between the polymer-localized excitation and the next-lowest lying strong transition. TDDFT predicts a group of four closely spaced strong transitions at λ = 361.8 nm, 360.4 nm, 358.3 nm, and 352.2 nm, with oscillator strengths of f = 2.4946, 4.6780, 2.1727, and 4.2384, respectively. TDDFT predicts no other strong transitions above 275 nm. Qualitative inspection of the MOs contributing to these four excitations reveals that the three lower lying states are primarily localized on the side chain moieties, and while the fourth state is delocalized across both side chains and the polymer backbone. Some MO-to-MO transitions are localized on a single side chain, as shown in Fig. 8 , while others have substantial amplitude on multiple side chains. ZINDO predicts a similar group of four states at λ = 476.2 nm, 472.6 nm, 469.7 nm, and 461.4 nm, with oscillator strengths f = 1.5062, 5.9523, 1.4520, and 3.7436, respectively. ZINDO calculations also predict no other strong optical transitions above 370 nm, and again predict side chain localized excitation for the three lower lying states in this group and mixed character for the fourth state. All MO-to-MO transitions predicted by both methods involve rearrangement of the doublebond structure from aromatic to quinoidal form (see supplementary material). 69, 79 Based on these results, we assign the strong 395 nm absorption feature of DCP to a strongly side chain localized excitation. The observed localization confirms our design objective: weak electronic coupling between the polymer and side chain moieties in DCP. Meta-substitution of the central benzene ring core of the side chain moiety strongly decouples the side chain and polymer regions of the molecule, allowing each part to act as an independent chromophore. Although the lineshape of the DCP absorption spectrum resembles the "camel-back" structure commonly seen in alternating co-oligomers and copolymers, in which the redder peak is a charge transfer band and the bluer peak is a π -π * transition, 69, 78, 79 our calculations do not predict strong charge transfer character for either absorption feature. Fig. 9 presents experimental characterization of relaxation dynamics subsequent to excitation of DCP at 395 nm. The ultrafast spectra ( Fig. 9(a) ) contain a positive feature extending from 600 nm to 750 nm, and a negative feature in the 450-600 nm region. The positive feature appears to contain two components, centered at 630 nm and 740 nm, respectively. The negative feature also appears to contain two components, at 525 nm and 565 nm. The amplitude of all features decays sharply in the sub-picosecond regime (see supplementary material), 69 followed by further decay over longer timescales. Dynamics subsequent to pumping at 515 nm were also measured, 69 yielding dynamics similar to those presented in Fig. 9 but lacking the ultrafast relaxation component. To quantify the observed dynamics, we selected five regions of interest within the spectra. We chose three 10 nm wide regions in the ultrafast spectra to represent the longer (740 nm, red) or shorter (630 nm, green) wavelength positive features, and a single region to represent the broad negative feature (525 nm, blue). Visual inspection of the transient absorption spectra suggests that a fourth component at 565 nm should be analyzed, but dynamics in that region are indistinguishable from those at 525 nm and are not discussed further. Two regions were chosen to represent the positive (650 nm, cyan) and negative (525 nm, tan) microsecond-regime absorption features. We integrated the signal at each time-delay within each region of interest, and fit the resulting data series to an appropriate exponential model ( Fig. 9(c) ).
We assign the broad negative feature to a combination of ground state bleaching and stimulated emission. The feature shows strong sub-picosecond dynamics (see supplementary material), 69 recovering >50% amplitude during the first 2.5 ps. Further recovery, toward a slightly negative plateau at long delay-times, fits well to a triple exponential growth model ( Fig. 9(c) ), yielding time constants 5.7 ps ± 0.4 ps, 68 ps ± 2 ps, and 988 ps ± 24 ps. These dynamics are consistent across most of the broad feature, although at the reddest edge of the feature, around 580 nm, the fastest component disappears, along with the sub-picosecond dynamics.
We assign the broad, positive feature at 740 nm to transient absorption by an exciton state. The feature has strong initial positive amplitude, and decays by ∼50% in the subpicosecond regime (see supplementary material). 69 Further decay, toward slight positive plateau at long time-delays, is well fit by a triple exponential decay model, yielding decay time constants 5.6 ps ± 0.2 ps, 61 ps ± 2 ps, and 902 ps ± 22 ps.
The similarity in the picosecond-scale time constants for recovery of the negative feature and exciton decay indicates multi-component intramolecular exciton recombination. Triplet formation may also contribute. The similarity between the longest observed recombination timescale and the excited state lifetime measured by TCSPC, 1126 ps ± 2 ps (see supplementary material), 69 suggests that this slowest process is radiative despite slight disagreement in fitted lifetimes. The fastest exponential timescale recovered, ∼5 ps, is consistent with primary geminate exciton recombination, similar to that seen in PLMR sub-picosecond relaxation dynamics 69 may be due to exciton diffusion followed by exciton-exciton annihilation, or to ultrafast intramolecular exciton dissociation. Control experiments performed with varying pump powers suggest that this fast component varies quadratically with laser fluence supporting our assignment of this feature to exciton-exciton annihilation. 69 Corresponding dynamics in both the exciton and bleach/stimulatedemission features indicate that exciton-exciton annihilation is present, though this evidence does not rule out that ultrafast intramolecular exciton dissociation is also occurring and quenching of the singlet excited state due to triplet formation is also consistent with this pattern.
At 630 nm, sub-picosecond dynamics are similar to the 740 nm feature (see supplementary material). 69 Relaxation dynamics at 630 nm fits best to a double exponential decay model, yielding time constants of 2.4 ps ± 0.4 ps and 45 ps ± 4 ps. Comparing these dynamics to those of the 740 nm feature, we find slightly faster early time constants and no radiative recombination component. The timescales measured here are consistent with previous dynamics assigned to decay of a charge separated state in conjugated polymers similar to PLMR, 4 but the current data do not support a detailed analysis of charge-separation in DCP because we lack a direct spectral signature of the cation state of PLMR. Further experiments, including transient absorption with the near infrared detection, are required to understand how charge separated states behave in DCP. For this work, we restrict our discussion to exciton decay and migration rather because we recovered no clear spectral signatures of charge-separated states.
In the microsecond-regime transient absorption experiments ( Fig. 9(c) ), broad negative and positive features, appearing at shorter and longer wavelengths, decay to zero amplitude with time constants of 279 ns ± 13 ns and 113 ns ± 13 ns, respectively. Relaxation dynamics are indistinguishable across the full breadth of both features. Relaxation dynamics on the order of 100 ns, similar to the dynamics observed PLMR, suggest a trap or triplet state.
Localized excitation in DCP
In designing DCP, we employ meta-substitution around the benzene ring comprising the side chain core to break conjugation between the side chain branches and the polymer, enforcing weak electronic coupling between the constituent moieties of DCP. This strategy is intended to ensure that excitations can be considered as either side chain-localized or polymer-localized (see supplementary material). 69 Comparison of the normalized absorption spectra of BSC, PLMR, and DCP (see supplementary material) 69 demonstrates striking qualitative correspondence between the spectral position and lineshape of the two major features in the absorption spectrum of DCP and the major features in the BSC and PLMR absorption spectra. 69 The 392 nm feature in the DCP absorption spectrum is very similar to the 394 nm feature in the BSC absorption spectrum, with the DCP feature being slightly broader, especially on the red edge. The 513 nm feature in the DCP spectrum is similar to the 515 nm feature in the PLMR spectrum, again with the DCP feature being broader on the red edge. Correspondence in spectral positions are consistent with, but not unilaterally indicative of, a lowelectronic-coupling regime, with the 392 nm feature assigned to slightly blue-shifted, side chain localized absorption and the 513 nm feature assigned to polymer localized excitation.
Excited state calculations predict the optical transitions to the low-lying excited states of DCP and support the localized excitation model. Both density functional and semi-empirical calculations predict that the lowest-lying electronic transition is strong and localized on the polymer. Both calculations also predict a group of higher lying strong transitions localized on the side chains. These results support assignment of the 513 nm and 392 nm absorption features of DCP to polymer and side chain localized transitions, respectively.
Engineering energy flow in DCP
We employ two important design strategies in the synthesis of DCP that make it a model system for demonstrating energy transfer from optically active pendant side chains into the polymer backbone. As discussed in the section on Localized excitation in DCP, we employ a meta-substitution strategy at the core of our branched side chain that enforces weak coupling between the optically active parts of the molecule. Weak coupling ensures that the constituent parts of the molecule are independent chromophores, and energy transfer between them can occur in a meaningful way. In a more strongly coupled system, excitations would be substantially delocalized over both the conjugated backbone and side chain components simultaneously. Energy transfer between the two moieties would be poorly defined. To maximize energy transfer between the side chains and the polymer, we select the side chain and polymer components to maximize overlap between the emission spectrum of BSC and the absorption spectrum of PLMR. We also use short linkers, relative to previous studies of energy transfer in conjugated polymers coupled to absorbers. [49] [50] [51] [52] Our rigid linking structure also creates a welldefined spatial relationship between the chromophores, although the degree to which side chains rotate about the linking structure has not been determined due to the size of the system. A longer, more flexible linker, such as those employed in previous studies of energy transfer between conjugated polymers and optically active side chains, 49, 50 creates a wide variety of interchromophore distances and orientations within any experimentally measured ensemble. This inhomogeneity obscures detailed analysis of the energy transfer dynamics.
Our results support ultrafast transfer of initially side chain localized excitations to the polymer part of DCP within our experimental instrument response (250 fs FWHM). As described above, computational results and comparison with spectra of control materials indicate that excitation at 395 nm is primarily side chain localized. Several pieces of evidence demonstrate that this excitation is transferred to the polymer within 250 fs. First, relaxation dynamics following 395 nm excitation of PLMR and DCP strongly agree, for time delays beyond the first few picoseconds. Relaxation dynamics following 515 nm excitation also show a similar correspondence (see supplementary material). 69 Although the time constants for three-component relaxation in each case do not agree within one standard deviation error, they do correspond generally, and show striking contrast with electronic relaxation dynamics in BSC ( Fig. 6 ). Second, transient absorption experiments performed on a mixture of unlinked BSC and PLMR in THF solution, with the ratio of solution components set to mimic the absorption spectrum of DCP, produce distinctly BSC-like spectra and dynamics. 69 This result indicates that the close spatial proximity established via the rigid alkynyl linkers in DCP is required to establish energy transfer between the side chain and polymer moieties. Finally, fluorescence excitation and emission spectra and excited state lifetimes in DCP and PLMR are very similar, regardless of whether DCP is pumped at 395 nm or 515 nm. 69 This similarity strongly supports energy transfer from the sidechain to the backbone. DCP fluorescence emission spectra and fluorescence lifetime are very different from the fluorescence parameters of BSC. This comparison indicates that initially side chain localized excitations become polymer localized prior to fluorescence emission.
Taken together, these results generate a picture in which side chain localized excitation of DCP at 395 nm leads to ultrafast energy transfer into a polymer localized state. Once the initial excitation is transferred, exciton recombination proceeds through the same mechanisms seen in PLMR. A kinetic scheme of this energy transfer and relaxation picture is shown in Fig. 10 . Competing formation of a DCP cation may also be present, but lacking strong evidence we leave this factor out of the current analysis.
To date, ultrafast energy transfer dynamics between a conjugated polymer and optically active side chains have only been quantified in one previous study, 49 demonstrating energy transfer from a conjugated polyfluorene into optically active Ru(II)-based side chains in ∼500 fs. Side chains in the previous study were attached by long, flexible linkers, and the shorter interchromophore distance in our DCP molecule likely accounts for the faster energy transfer. Hydrogenbound moieties 51 and macrocycle side chains 52 have been explored as light-harvesting antennae coupled to conjugated homopolymers. However, the combination of light-harvesting side chains and high performance alternating copolymers is relatively unexplored.
While the rigid nature of the linker is unlikely to play a role in determining the rate of energy transfer, this property FIG. 10. Kinetic scheme for DCP: A kinetic scheme for relaxation in DCP, subsequent to excitation at 395 nm. Ultrafast energy transfer from an initially side chain localized excited state into a polymer localized state is followed by multi-stage exciton recombination. In the through space energy transfer mechanism considered here, energy transfer leaves the side chain donor in its neutral ground state and both excited electron and a hole move to the copolymer. may enable DCP to support interesting coherent electronic behavior. Energy transfer dynamics 57 and energy transfer quantum yield [54] [55] [56] 58 have been studied in detail in a number of rigidly linked systems using dendrimers as energy donors and conjugated small molecules as acceptors. The quantum yield of energy transfer in rigid, linked donor-acceptor macromolecules can be strongly enhanced through coherence control experiments, demonstrating that coherent effects can play a role in energy transfer in these systems. 53 The rigid nature of DCP may support similar behavior, although the current experimental results do not permit further comment.
CONCLUSION
In this study, we use solution phase, time resolved spectroscopy to demonstrate ultrafast energy transfer between the weakly coupled constituent parts of a macromolecule in which we couple singly branched, rigidly linked, optically active pendant side chains to a conjugated, alternating copolymer. This result shows that excitation migration in macromolecular systems with multiple optically active components can be controlled through molecular design. The short, rigid linking strategy that we employ facilitates fast energy transfer while maintaining a well-defined spatial relationship between side chains and polymer. In future materials based on this design concept, the singly branched side chains we employ may support either further branching into dendrimers or attachment of a third optically active component.
